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ABSTRACT: Cholesterol absorption is frequently determined
using the plasma dual stable-isotope ratio method (PDSIRM).
However, this method involves intravenous injection of stable-
isotope-labeled cholesterol with simultaneous oral administra-
tion of differently labeled cholesterol, which results in high
study costs and involves additional ethical considerations. The
objective of the present study was to validate a simpler single-
isotope method for determining cholesterol absorption against
PDSIRM by using data from two previous studies. Enrichments
of carbon-13 (13C) and deuterium in red blood cells were ana-
lyzed by using differential isotope ratio MS. The area under the
curve of 13C-enrichment in the plasma free-cholesterol pool was
found to be significantly correlated with cholesterol absorption
measured by using PDSIRM for study 1 (r = 0.85, P < 0.0001) and
study 2 (r = 0.81, P < 0.0001). Average 13C-enrichment corre-
lated with the area under the curve of 13C-enrichment in the
plasma free cholesterol for both study 1 (r = 0.98, P < 0.0001)
and study 2 (r = 1.00, P < 0.0001). Study 1 examined the effi-
cacy and mechanisms of unesterified plant sterols and stanols
on lipid profiles in hypercholesterolemic men and women,
while study 2 investigated the effects of phytosterol vs. phy-
tostanol esters on plasma lipid levels and cholesterol kinetics in
hyperlipidemic men. Experimental approaches to determine
cholesterol absorption were identical between the two studies.
Consequently, in both studies, correlations (r = 0.88, P < 0.0001
for study 1, and r = 0.82, P < 0.0001 for study 2) were found
between the average 13C-enrichment of plasma free cholesterol
and cholesterol absorption measured by PDSIRM. These results
suggest that a single-isotope-labeled cholesterol tracer approach
can be used as a reliable noninvasive method to replace
PDSIRM for examining changes in cholesterol absorption. 

Paper no. L9373 in Lipids 39, 87–91 (January 2004).

Dietary cholesterol and the large enterohepatic recirculation

of endogenous cholesterol readily mix to form a single pool

of intestinal cholesterol (1–3). Cholesterol absorption from

the gastrointestinal tract is a key component of whole-body

cholesterol metabolism. Measurement of cholesterol absorp-

tion provides important insights into the relationships among

diet and plasma cholesterol levels, cholesterol homeostasis,

genetic variations, and drug effects. For this purpose, a vari-

ety of different methods have been developed for estimating

cholesterol absorption in humans (4,5). Presently, three meth-

ods exist for measuring cholesterol absorption: the plasma

dual-isotope ratio method (6–8), the fecal dual-isotope ratio

method (9), and mass (sterol) balance (10). The simplest of

these methods is the plasma dual-isotope ratio method origi-

nally introduced by Zilversmit (6). 

In 1993, Lutjohann et al. (4) introduced the use of stable iso-

topes into the fecal dual-isotope ratio method for measuring

cholesterol absorption. In the same year, Bosner et al. (11) de-

veloped a plasma dual stable-isotope-ratio method (PDSIRM)

to measure cholesterol absorption, based on the plasma dual-

isotope ratio method developed by Zilversmit (6). This modi-

fied method has been used extensively (12–17). Although this

technique can measure cholesterol absorption with good preci-

sion and accuracy, it involves intravenous injection of labeled

cholesterol. As such, the technique increases study costs dra-

matically, involves an invasive procedure, and requires addi-

tional ethical considerations. 

In PDSIRM, the amount of labeled cholesterol absorbed is

calculated by the enrichment of orally administered and in-

travenously injected cholesterol tracers. Isotope enrichment

in the cholesterol pool following an oral dose of single-iso-

tope-labeled cholesterol is believed to be indicative of the

cholesterol absorption rate (18). However, the relationship

between the isotope enrichment of plasma free cholesterol

following an oral dose of single-isotope-labeled cholesterol

and cholesterol absorption remains to be established as a non-

invasive method to compare relative changes in cholesterol

absorption. It was hypothesized that the area under the iso-

tope enrichment curve, or the average isotope enrichment, in

the plasma free-cholesterol pool following an oral dose of sin-

gle-isotope-labeled cholesterol tracer correlates with the cho-

lesterol absorption rate. The objective of the current study

was to devise a method that would simplify the process of

measuring cholesterol absorption in humans.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study protocols. Data from two published studies (14,15) were

analyzed for the correlations between the area under the curve

of a single-isotope enrichment and the cholesterol absorption

rate, as measured by PDSIRM. Correlations between the mea-

sured cholesterol absorption rate and the average enrichment

of the single isotope were also conducted. Experimental ap-

proaches to determine cholesterol absorption were identical be-

tween the two studies. Study 1 involved 15 otherwise healthy
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hypercholesterolemic subjects (9 male, 6 female; 35–58 yr)

who had plasma total cholesterol concentrations in the range

of 5.2–9.0 mmol/L and TAG concentrations <3.5 mmol/L.

Subjects completed each of four dietary treatments in a ran-

domized crossover double-blind design. The four diets were

comprised of solid foods typical of those consumed in North

America, and contained 1.8 g/d of cornstarch (control), plant

sterols, plant stanols, and a 50:50 mixture of sterols and

stanols, respectively. Cholesterol concentrations of the diets

were not measured but were calculated to provide approxi-

mately 300 mg cholesterol/d, i.e., within the range of typical

North American diets. Each treatment phase consisted of a

21-d feeding period and was separated by a 4-wk washout.

Ninety-six hours before the end of each phase, a baseline

blood sample was drawn prior to subjects receiving an intra-

venous injection of 15 mg D7-cholesterol and a 75-mg oral

dose of 13C-cholesterol (CDN Isotopes, Pointe-Claire, Que-

bec, Canada). 

Study 2 contained 15 healthy hyperlipidemic males (37–61

yr) who had fasting plasma total cholesterol concentrations in

the range of 6.0–10.0 mmol/L and TAG concentrations <3.0

mmol/L. Using a randomized crossover double-blind design,

subjects were assigned to one of three typical North Ameri-

can solid-food diets that contained margarine alone, mar-

garine with 8% (w/w based on free sterol content) plant sterol

esters, and 8% (w/w based on free stanol content) plant stanol

esters, respectively. Cholesterol concentrations of the diets

were calculated to provide approximately 300 mg choles-

terol/d. Each dietary phase consisted of 21 feeding days fol-

lowed by a 5-wk washout. Ninety-six hours before the end of

each phase, subjects were intravenously injected with 15 mg

of D7-cholesterol and simultaneously ingested 90 mg of 13C-

cholesterol. 

Determination of cholesterol absorption. Cholesterol absorp-

tion was determined in both studies using PDSIRM following

the procedure of Bosner et al. (11). Briefly, lipids were extracted

from red blood cells in duplicate using a modified Folch extrac-

tion procedure (19). Free cholesterol was purified by TLC and

transferred into combustion tubes each containing 0.5 g cupric

oxide, and sealed under vacuum. After combustion at 520°C for

4 h, 13C-enriched CO2 was vacuum-distilled into sealed tubes;

D-enriched water was transferred under vacuum into tubes con-

taining 0.06 g zinc. Tubes containing water and zinc were re-

duced to D-enriched H2 gas by combusting at 520°C for 30 min.

The 13C-enrichment in CO2 and D-enrichment in H2 gas were

measured by differential isotope ratio MS (IRMS). Enrichments

were expressed relative to the Pee Dee belemnite (PDB) lime-

stone standard of the National Bureau of Standards) (NBS). 

The ratio of ingested 13C-cholesterol to injected D7-cho-

lesterol enrichment relative to baseline samples (t = 0) in the

plasma free cholesterol after 48 and 72 h was taken as an in-

dicator of the cholesterol absorption rate:

absorption (pool/pool) =

∆13C × 7 × 27 × i.v. dose of D7-cholesterol × 0.0112

∆D × 2 × 46 × i.g. dose of 13C-cholesterol × 0.000155       
[1]

where ∆ (‰) for 13C and D is the difference between the en-

riched sample at 48 or 72 h and the baseline abundance (at t =

0) in parts per thousand relative to PDB and Standard Mean

Ocean Water (SMOW) standards, respectively. The factors

7:46 and 2:27 reflect the ratios of labeled to unlabeled hydro-

gen and carbon atoms in the cholesterol tracers, respectively.

The constants 0.0112 and 0.000155 represent factors convert-

ing the parts-per-thousand units to the equivalent atom per-

cent excess for the PDB and SMOW scales, respectively.

Correlation analysis. The average 13C-enrichment and area

under the curve of 13C-enrichment in plasma free cholesterol

during a 24–96 h period following the oral dose of 13C-choles-

terol were calculated for each subject during each phase. Data

from the four treatments in study 1 and the three treatments in

study 2 were pooled, respectively. The correlations among cho-

lesterol absorption as measured by PDSIRM, the area under the
13C-enrichment curve, and the average 13C-enrichment were

analyzed using Pearson correlations. The same method also

was used to analyze the relationship between the area under the
13C-enrichment curve and the average 13C-enrichment in plasma

free cholesterol during a 24–96 h period after an oral dose of
13C-cholesterol. Separate analyses were performed for each

study.

RESULTS 

Study 1. The correlation between the measured cholesterol ab-

sorption rate and the area under the curve of 13C-enrichment is

presented in Figure 1. The correlation between the measured

cholesterol absorption rate and the average 13C-enrichment in

the plasma free-cholesterol fraction is presented in Figure 2. We

found that the area under the curve of 13C-enrichment in plasma

free cholesterol over a 24–96 h period following an oral dose of
13C-cholesterol was correlated (r = 0.85, P < 0.0001) with the

cholesterol absorption rate as measured by PDSIRM. Similarly,

the average 13C-enrichment in plasma free cholesterol was also

correlated (r = 0.88, P < 0.0001) with the measured cholesterol

absorption rate. A correlation was observed between the area
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FIG. 1. Relationship between the area under the curve of 13C-enrich-
ment in the cholesterol pool [per thousand atom excess (per mil) × h]
and the cholesterol absorption rate (pool/pool) measured using the
plasma dual stable-isotope ratio method in study 1. Data were analyzed
using a Pearson correlation.
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under the curve of 13C-enrichment and the average 13C-

enrichment in the plasma free-cholesterol pool after an oral

dose of 13C-cholesterol (Fig. 3). The correlation coefficient

was 0.99 (P < 0.0001).

Study 2. Identical analyses were performed for the data in

study 2. As shown in Figure 4, the area under the curve of
13C-enrichment in plasma free cholesterol during a period of

24–96 h following an oral dose of 13C-cholesterol was corre-

lated (r = 0.82, P < 0.0001) with the cholesterol absorption

rate as measured by PDSIRM. The average 13C-enrichment

in plasma was also correlated (r = 0.81, P < 0.0001) with the

measured cholesterol absorption rate (Fig. 5). The area under

the curve of 13C-enrichment was significantly correlated with

the average 13C-enrichment in the plasma free-cholesterol

pool after an oral dose of 13C-cholesterol (Fig. 6), with a cor-

relation coefficient of 1.00 (P < 0.0001).  

DISCUSSION

PDSRIM has been used over the years to measure the choles-

terol absorption rate. However, the high cost and ethical consid-

erations of this technique limit its use in human studies. It is very

important to devise a less expensive and noninvasive alternative

to PDSRIM to compare the changes in cholesterol absorption.

Results of the present study suggest that either the area under

the 13C-enrichment curve or the average 13C-enrichment during

a 24–96-h period following oral 13C-cholesterol administration

could be used as a reliable index to compare the differences or

changes in cholesterol absorption.

The average 13C-enrichment was found to be correlated

with the area under the curve of 13C-enrichment in a 4-d pe-

riod following the oral dose of 13C-cholesterol, so it was not

surprising that the average 13C-enrichment also showed a sig-

nificant correlation with cholesterol absorption measured by

PDSIRM, as did the area under the curve of 13C-enrichment.

Integration of the area under the curve of 13C-enrichment is

more complicated than calculating the average 13C-enrich-

ment with the use of an integrating program. For example, if

statistical software is chosen to integrate the area under the

enrichment curve, understanding the integration procedure

and the related commands is essential to complete this task.

For this reason, calculating the average 13C-enrichment has

advantages over calculating the area under the curve of 13C-

enrichment for comparing relative changes in the cholesterol

absorption rate.
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r = 0.8766, P < 0.0001

Average 13C-enrichment (per mil)

FIG. 3. Correlation between the average 13C-enrichment (per mil) and
the area under the curve of 13C-enrichment of plasma free cholesterol (per
mil × h) in study 1. Data were analyzed using a Pearson correlation.
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r = 0.8059, P < 0.0001

Average under the curve of 13C-enrichment (per mil × h)

FIG. 5. Relationship between the average 13C-enrichment in the cho-
lesterol pool (per mil) and cholesterol absorption as measured using the
plasma dual stable-isotope ratio method in study 2. Data were analyzed
using a Pearson correlation.
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FIG. 4. Relationship between the area under the curve of 13C-enrichment
in the plasma cholesterol pool (per mil × h) and the cholesterol absorption
rate (pool/pool) as measured using the plasma dual stable-isotope ratio
method in study 2. Data were analyzed using a Pearson correlation.

FIG. 2. Relationship between the average 13C-enrichment in the cho-
lesterol pool (per mil) and cholesterol absorption as measured using the
plasma dual stable-isotope ratio method in study 1. Data were analyzed
using a correlation.



It is well-documented that intestinal cholesterol absorption

is a major determinant of whole-body cholesterol homeosta-

sis and plasma LDL cholesterol levels (2,3,20–22), particu-

larly in Western populations that consume significant quanti-

ties of cholesterol. Despite the extensive body of literature,

important questions remain regarding the measurement of

human cholesterol absorption. These shortcomings in our un-

derstanding of cholesterol metabolism are, at least in part, due

to methodological limitations (11). As such, investigators

have developed a wide range of isotope tracer methods to

study cholesterol absorption (10,23). However, the methods

that were developed initially relied on radioisotope tracers,

thus limiting their application in human studies. Bosner et al.

(11) developed a method that applied stable isotope tech-

niques and MS, and this method was widely used in later

studies that investigated the cholesterol absorption rate

(14,15,24,25). Although this technique measures cholesterol

absorption with good precision and accuracy, it involves both

oral administration and intravenous injection of labeled cho-

lesterol. Thus, the use of this technique is limited by the high

cost and ethical considerations.

Many studies have measured the cholesterol absorption rate

to compare treatment effects on the efficiency of dietary choles-

terol absorption in the intestine (11,14,15,24,25). In these stud-

ies, the contribution of absorbed cholesterol from dietary

sources to the body’s cholesterol pool has not been calculated.

In fact, most studies have compared the effects of dietary treat-

ment(s) on cholesterol absorption instead of the exact propor-

tion of absorbed cholesterol that contributes to the body’s cho-

lesterol pool. In these kinds of investigations, either the average

enrichment or the area under the enrichment curve of a single

stable isotope in a 4-d period following an oral dose of the sin-

gle-isotope-labeled cholesterol tracer can be used as a reliable

method to achieve the goals of these experiments.

It is evident that the single-isotope-labeled cholesterol tracer

method also has limitations in its application. After absorption,

the concentration of cholesterol tracer is quickly diluted as it

mixes with the body’s cholesterol pool. Given an amount of

absorbed isotope-labeled cholesterol, the body’s cholesterol

pool size becomes a key factor that affects the tracer concen-

tration, i.e., a larger cholesterol pool makes the tracer concen-

tration lower, and vice versa. Therefore, the use of a single-sta-

ble-isotope cholesterol tracer method to compare cholesterol

absorption is based on the assumption that subjects in each

treatment have the same cholesterol pool size or baseline. For

a crossover design with a washout period, the same subjects

go through each treatment. The cholesterol pool size of each

subject is assumed to have returned to the initial baseline

before commencing the next treatment. Therefore, a single-

stable-isotope cholesterol tracer is a reliable indictor to com-

pare the changes caused by different treatments in a crossover

design. For a parallel-arm study design, the single-isotope-

labeled cholesterol tracer method may be less sensitive

because subjects have different body cholesterol pool sizes,

although the groups were adjusted by complete randomiza-

tion of subjects to have no significant difference in their cho-

lesterol pool sizes before receiving different treatments. For

this type of study, influence of the body’s cholesterol pool size

on the accuracy of measurements of the single-stable-isotope

cholesterol tracer can be minimized by including the initial

cholesterol pool size as a covariant.  

If enrichment of the single-isotope cholesterol tracer is

used to calculate the percent cholesterol absorption rate,

many assumptions have to be made that reduce data reliabil-

ity and compatibility. These assumptions include the follow-

ing: (i) that absorbed cholesterol tracers are entirely incorpo-

rated into the body’s cholesterol pool; (ii) that the absorbed

cholesterol tracers are completely equilibrated in the choles-

terol pool; (iii) that the cholesterol pool is measured accu-

rately; and (iv) that no significant amount of cholesterol trac-

ers has decayed or cleared out of the cholesterol pool over a

period of 24–96 h after oral administration. Therefore, the au-

thors consider it better to use 13C-enrichment to compare dif-

ferences in cholesterol absorption between treatments or

treatment effects relative to a control.

In summary, the area under the 13C-enrichment curve or

the average 13C-enrichment is significantly correlated with

the cholesterol absorption rate as measured by PDSIRM. It is

suggested that either average 13C-enrichment or the area

under the curve of 13C-enrichment can be used as an index of

cholesterol absorption. The single-stable-isotope cholesterol

tracer method has advantages over PDSIRM, as it is simpler,

noninvasive, and less expensive. However, this method can

be used only to compare the changes in cholesterol absorp-

tion. When measurement of the absolute cholesterol absorp-

tion rate becomes essential, PDSIRM should be used.
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